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Title Report
Euro got certified for AKC tracking in April on
his first try. Because there are so few tracking
tests around the team has to be certified by
running a true TD track in front of a tracking
judge. If the dog passes the certification then
you get 4 certificates which last a year. Those
certificates have to be sent in with your entry.
After checking the AKC website looking for
tracking test there was one suitable in Fort
Wayne , In. With no other tests after that until
at least mid August within a 6 state area, I
thought I’d try that one. After the draw we
found out that we’d drawn 1st alternate which
meant we would have to wait until the judges
arrived to see if there was enough room to run
an alternate track. We received a call at 9:00
a.m. that said they guaranteed we would run.
So, we packed up quickly and drove the 4.5
hours to Fort Wayne. At 7:30 a.m. the next
day would be the draw to see who would run
which track. Being the alternate I would be
the last TD to run. The TDU was also going to
be run at this trial too. It turned out that all
5 TDU’s would be run before the TD’s. That
meant that we would be the 10th and last
dog of the day. The TD’s ran fairly quickly then
we caravanned up about 13 miles further to
where the TD tracks were laid. But, it turned
out that the last 2 tracks were at agin another

different place further up the road. Finally it
was our turn to run. Our first leg started out a
little rough but I kept trying to remember all
the practices & training lessons we have had.
Once we made it through that nail biting first
leg the next 4 legs were pretty much easier
util we were heading to the fence with the
dog barking behind it. He gave one big terrier
UMPH & when I told him we were working
he went right back to tracking finding the 4th
corner & 5th leg with ease. When he got to the
final article he just plopped into a down. My
first ever tracking test a success with 21 month
old Euro!
- Linda Sorak
Euro TD with Glove

Euro TD May 17,2015

Page and I step out of the conformation ring for a few
weeks to do a little obedience training at the German
Shepard Dog Training Club of Chicago where we also train
in agility. We took 3 brush-up class to get ready for the
ACK Canine Good Citizen test. On Friday May 29th Page
past her CGC test with flying colors!
- Lin Hartnett
UKC CH Airecraft’s New Chapter CGC
Page
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Newsletter Submittals
Send information submittals and photographs
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For show ring reports please provide
1. Winner’s AKC name and call name
2. Winner’s sire and dam
3. Winner’s breeder(s) and owner(s)
4. Show and Titles won
For title reports
1. AKC name and call name
2. Breeder(s) and owner(s)
3. Show and Titles won
For whelping pen reports please provide
1. AKC name and call name
2. Number of males and females
3. Breeder(s) and owner(s) of litter
4. Date of whelping
Anecdotal information concerning shows, titles
and whelping is also welcome.

